idea that such flexibility in neuronal and synaptic propergraded or directional response. For example, population coding in the superior colliculus (D. Sparks, University ties underlies multifunctional neuronal networks has revof Pennsylvania) or motor cortex (A. Georgopoulos, Uniolutionized the field. versity of Minnesota) allows precise movements to be The conference was remarkable not only for showcasproduced, paradoxically, by a network consisting of ing these shifts in our thinking, but also for illustrating broadly tuned neurons. The behavioral output of these the types of experimental approaches utilized by the regions is the result of the activity distributed across leading labs in the field. While it sometimes seems that the entire neuronal population. In the superior colliculus, almost everyone is now using the new tools of molecular this scheme has been elegantly tested by altering the biology for cloning or for looking at RNA expression spatiotemporal pattern of neuronal firing with microstimpatterns, there was a noticeable absence of such apulation or with local injections of bicuculline or lidocaine. proaches by the speakers chosen to participate in this These manipulations produced errors in saccadic eye meeting. While this certainly may reflect the preferences movements that were predicted by vector-averaging the of the organizers, I think that it also shows that molecular resultant neuronal firing patterns (Sparks). approaches cannot completely answer questions about A distributed system also operates in the local-bendhow the nervous system works; systems level aping responses of leeches, where the direction of body proaches are also required.
bending is coded in the response of a population of The small amount of molecular biology that was preinterneurons, none of which has a primary role in directsented at the meeting was intimately related to the role ing the response (W. Kristan, University of California, of ion channels in producing cellular properties and San Diego). Also, in the escape system of cockroaches hence network properties (R. M. Harris-Warrick, Cornell (R. Ritzmann, Case Western Reserve University) and University; Selverston), or to the organization of genes fishes (R. Eaton, University of Colorado), a population for neuropeptide precursors and their roles in synaptic of broadly tuned interneurons codes the direction of a plasticity (Kupfermann). While it may not be necessary stimulus to produce a finely tuned directional response. to go to the genomic level of analysis to understand the Modular Organization organization of neuronal circuits, it is likely that molecuAnother neuronal architecture that was often referred lar approaches such as these will be increasingly utilized to by speakers was a modular organization. The usage in the future to gain insight into how cellular and synaptic of the word modular varied among the speakers, and properties are controlled.
this caused some confusion among participants. Some On the other hand, the nature of motor networks is speakers used the term module to describe subsets of such that an understanding of how they operate is diffineurons that share a function within a circuit or a motor cult without some sort of computational approach. Thus, system. In this way, the feeding system of Aplysia is it is not surprising that many of the presenters made composed of a CPG module, a command module, a use of computer simulations of neuronal networks or motor neuron module, and a sensory module, which all computational models to help understand the dynamics interact to produce the behavioral output (Kupfermann). of motor systems. The more we learn about motor netSimilarly, the turtle scratch circuitry can be divided into works, the more flexible they seem to be. The more a number of unilateral modules of neurons that share flexible they are, the more we will continue to use comsynergies (Stein) . For example, left hip flexor motor neuputational methods to understand them. From listening rons together with coactive excitatory and inhibitory into the speakers, it seems that we will ultimately need terneurons form one module, whereas neurons coactive to develop new ways of thinking about very large ensemwith right hip flexors form another module. Neurons cobles of neurons with complex properties in order to active with left and right hip extensors are, by this definimake the next important paradigm shift in our thinking.
tion, also grouped into their own modules. These modules then form the basis for the larger organization of the bilateral shared core. Under this scheme, the modTypes of Motor System Organization ules are temporary alliances of neurons that come toAt the conference, there was a great deal of discussion gether to perform particular movements. on the nature of the organization of motor systems.
To other speakers, a modular organization was synonVarious terms were used to describe such organizational ymous with a dedicated circuit, where a group of neuproperties, including distributed systems, modular orgarons always acts in concert to produce a particular outnization, and multifunctional circuit reconfiguration. Alput. An example of this is swimming in the leech though there was disagreement over the usage of some (Kristan). The neurons that produce the swimming motor terms, we are confined by words to define and communiprogram are, with the exception of a single cell type, not cate our thoughts, so these definitions are necessary involved in the production of any other known behavior. to sharpen our understanding of neuronal ensembles.
Therefore, the swimming system acts as a dedicated It is important to remember that these types of organizacircuit that is turned on when the animal needs to swim. tions are not mutually exclusive, but rather form a continSimilarly, in the mollusc Clione different behaviors such uum. A recent review by Morton and Chiel (1994) University). These independent dedicated circuits are Distributed Systems coordinated by higher order neurons that turn them on One type of organization is a distributed system. At this and off at appropriate times (poster by T. P. Norekian meeting, the systems that most participants defined as and R.A. Satterlie, Arizona State University). The swimmeret system of crayfish was also described as modular: distributed in nature tended to be those that require a each segmental swimmeret is controlled by a separate circuits seems to depend mostly upon the actions of neuromodulatory substances. Neuromodulators can CPG and set of motor neurons that are dedicated to that function (B. Mulloney, University of California Davis).
rapidly alter the configuration of motor networks by changing the strengths of particular synapses and by It was suggested that distributed systems are more likely to be employed when multiple inputs must be altering the membrane properties of neurons in the network. For example, neuromodulatory inputs to the mapped onto many outputs, such as in orienting behavior in which a stimulus and response can assume any stomatogastric ganglion of lobsters dramatically alter synaptic strength, in essence rewiring the circuits (Hardirection. In contrast, a dedicated circuit organization would be used for more discrete behaviors that are ris-Warrick). The effects of neuromodulators on synapses in this system include both the strengthening and either on or off.
Multifunctional Circuit Reconfiguration
weakening of different synapses, such that strong connections can be essentially eliminated and synapses Dedicated circuitry is not sufficient to account for behaviors that are not simply on or off, but rather exhibit between seemingly unconnected neurons can be made to appear on a fast time scale. Furthermore, owing to variations. For instance, walking can involve different muscles acting in different synergies and different differential effects on chemical synaptic inhibition and electrical coupling, some connections can even undergo phases depending upon whether the animal is walking uphill or downhill (J. L. Smith, University of California, sign reversal from inhibitory to excitatory. The production of motor patterns by CPGs is as deLos Angeles). Similarly, turtles can exhibit a number of different forms of scratching, depending upon which pendent upon the properties of the neurons in the network as it is on the synapses between them. Variation part of their body itches (Stein) . These different movements require different phase relationships among the in the expression of specific ionic conductances, in particular stomatogastric neurons and their differential limb motor neurons. Thus, the circuitry for producing such a flexible output must be able to produce changes modulation by dopamine, explains the differing phase relationships of those neurons under changing condiin the phasing of rhythmic motor neuron activity depending upon the circumstances.
tions (Harris-Warrick). Neuromodulation can affect a variety of different neuWhile we do not yet understand the cellular basis for such flexible output in the spinal cord, recent work, ronal properties. In turtle spinal cord, for example, serotonin activates an L-type calcium conductance, thereby particularly in the stomatogastric system of decapod crustaceans, demonstrates that pattern-generating cirtransforming motor neurons from passive followers into active producers of plateau potentials in response to cuits are capable of extreme reorganization. The stomatogastric network can be reconfigured into a number brief inputs (Hounsgaard). Furthermore, muscarinic agonists modify spinal neurons so that they produce rhythof functional circuits to produce different behaviors or variations of behaviors (Selverston; Harris-Warrick; E. mic membrane potential oscillations even in the presence of tetrodotoxin, indicating that this ability is Marder, Brandeis University). Based on the ideas formulated by Getting (1989a) , the network is defined by the intrinsic to the individual neurons and not a property of the network. Metabotropic glutamate receptors enneurons that are anatomically interconnected by synapses. At any particular time, subsets of the neurons hance the production of plateaus and produce a windup effect whereby repeated constant depolarizing curwithin the network interact with each other as functional circuits. At other times, due to changes in synaptic rent pulses evoke progressively more spikes per pulse. N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) induces oscillatory propstrength or cellular properties such as excitability, the network can change its configuration so that different erties in spinal interneurons in several species, including lamprey (Grillner), frog tadpoles (K. T. Sillar, University subsets of neurons form other functional circuits. The differences in the motor patterns produced by the stoof St. Andrews), and neonatal rats (Kiehn). Non-NMDA neuromodulatory inputs also turn on bursting properties matogastric network can range from variations in the phasing of motor neurons to the wholesale reorganizain tadpole spinal neurons (Sillar), stomatogastric neurons (Selverston), and locust flight neurons (J. M. Ramition of separate pattern-generating circuits into one combined functional circuit.
rez, University of Gö ttingen) and can alter the bursting The evidence that this type of reconfiguration occurs patterns produced by the mammalian respiratory in spinal networks is accumulating rapidly. Recordings rhythm in the pre-Bö tzinger complex of the ventral mefrom neonatal rat spinal cord show that many different dulla (J. L. Feldman, University of California, Los motor outputs can be produced depending upon which Angeles; Ramirez). Thus, complex oscillatory properties neuromodulatory substances are applied (O. Kiehn, Uniof neurons can be quite plastic under the influence of versity of Copenhagen). These various discharge patneuromodulatory substances. terns drive the leg muscles differently, producing alterMost examples of neuromodulation involve inputs to ations in the phasing of activity in different muscle pattern-generating circuits from other parts of the nergroups, similar to that seen in the intact, behaving cat vous system. For example, the brainstem projects axons (J. L. Smith).
to the spinal cord (Grillner; Sillar; L. M. Jordan, University of Manitoba) and the phrenic nucleus (J. L. Feldman), which release a large variety of different neuromodulaNeuromodulation The work on neuromodulation in the last decade has tory substances. Similarly, neuromodulatory inputs to the stomatogastric ganglion in lobsters arise from other drastically transformed our view of how motor systems function. The neurophysiological basis for multifuncganglia (Selverston). In Aplysia, the feeding CPG in the buccal ganglion receives serotonergic input from a large tional networks reconfiguring into different functional neuron in the cerebral ganglion (Kupfermann). However, of swimming (Sillar). Instead, the conductances underlying the slow oscillations may simply aid in the production recent work in the mollusc Tritonia shows that neurons intrinsic to CPGs can also evoke neuromodulatory efof the fast oscillations or may form the basis for modulating the amplitude and frequency of the swimming befects (poster by P. S. Katz and W. N. Frost, University of Texas at Houston). The role of such intrinsic neurohavior.
On the other hand, the fact that neuronal networks modulation in motor pattern generation is still being examined but may provide an additional level of flexibilhave built into them multiple mechanisms that can each account for the generation of the behavior does not ity to motor circuits. However, the role of neuromodulation intrinsic to a neuromuscular system in Aplysia has necessarily imply that the system is redundant. Under different conditions, some mechanisms may be stressed been well documented; corelease of modulatory peptides by motor neurons allows a multifunctional feeding more than others. This gives the system the flexibility to change states without becoming unstable. For example, network to optimize the performance of the peripheral musculature that it controls (Kupfermann).
rhythmic pattern generation in the respiratory system has been postulated to involve multiple modes of pattern generation, including pacemaker-driven and networkLong-Term Neuromodulatory Effects based oscillations (J. C. Smith, National Institutes of Modulatory substances alter properties of neurons in Health). The phrenic nucleus receives abundant input motor systems on a moment by moment basis, but they from a variety of different neurotransmitters, which may can also cause long-term developmental changes. For help the system accommodate many different demands example, immature Xenopus tadpoles exhibit a simple without stopping the respiratory pattern (J. L. Feldman). swim motor pattern consisting of a single action potenFurthermore, changes in the sensitivity of the respiratory tial per cycle, whereas more mature tadpoles produce system to these modulatory inputs during development many spikes per swim cycle. Growth of serotonergic may underlie differences in the response to hypoxia in raphé axons into the spinal cord of tadpoles plays a role neonates and adult rats (Ramirez). in the development of the mature bursty motor pattern A similar overlap in organization is seen in the storage (Sillar).
of memories by the sensitized Aplysia siphon-withSteroid hormones in insects (Weeks) and mammals drawal circuit (W. N. Frost, University of Texas at Hous-(B. S. McEwen, Rockefeller University) can have major ton). There are multiple sites altered during behavioral effects on the morphology of neurons, thereby altering sensitization. Simulation studies of the circuit revealed behavioral production. In the tobacco hornworm, moltthat each of these sites of memory storage may contribing hormones (ecdysteroids) cause the death of particuute differently to the output of the circuit depending lar motor neurons and reshape the dendritic arbors of upon the strength of subsequent inputs. Thus, overlap surviving neurons. These effects result in a major reorgain organization, which appears redundant under one set nization of the motor system during metamorphosis, of conditions, may impart flexibility to the system under restructuring it for different behaviors in the adult form.
other conditions. Similarly, in adult mammals, fluctuations in steroid hormone levels due to the estrus cycles, seasonal reproLocalizing the Spinal CPG for Locomotion ductive cycles, or even stress can produce changes in
The apparent redundancy in organization creates a diffithe number of synapses and dendritic spines on neurons culty when trying to determine the spatial limits of a in various areas of the brain. Long-term stress can even pattern-generating network. For example, where in the cause a loss of neurons. These extraordinary steroidal spinal cord is the CPG for locomotion located? This effects are constantly restructuring neuronal circuits in question has important implications not only from the response to the daily life of the animal, thereby shaping standpoint of trying to understand how the CPG works, the animal's future behavior.
but also for spinal cord rehabilitation in injured humans. In lampreys, which use their entire bodies for swimming, the CPG appears to be segmental; each body Redundancy of Organization? While many pattern-generating networks contain neusegment has its own oscillator, and these oscillators are then coupled together to produce a coordinated rons that can express endogenous oscillatory properties in the presence of neuromodulators, there was some wave of undulatory activity (Grillner; K. A. Sigvardt, University of California, Davis; A. Lansner, Karolinska Instidisagreement over the extent to which those properties are necessary for the generation of rhythmic motor pattute). The segmental oscillators utilize a number of different mechanisms for producing their rhythmic output terns. The developing consensus is that there is a certain redundancy to the production of rhythmic output. For (Grillner) , again showing an apparent redundancy of organization. A similar design is seen in Xenopus embryos, example, in the leech heartbeat system, neurons exhibit a number of active properties, yet computer simulations where there are redundant systems for producing the oscillatory output, such that when one is blocked, the indicate that some of these properties, such as plateau potentials, are not expressed under normal circumothers can still maintain a rhythm (A. Roberts, University of Bristol). stances, although the slow conductances that underlie them are nonetheless important (R. L. Calabrese, Emory
One important factor in controlling the bursting in spinal oscillators is inhibition between contralateral hemiUniversity). Likewise, although amphibian spinal neurons produce oscillations in the presence of NMDA, they segments. However, even when the cord is sectioned down the midline, oscillatory output can still be recorded seem too slow to be responsible for the fast undulations from either half, indicating that a basic half-center deSensory input also plays a corrective role in the lamprey for maintaining its dorsal side up in the water sign (where oscillations derive from mutual inhibition) is not adequate to explain the production of swimming.
(T. G. Deliagina, Karolinska Institute). Vestibular input to reticulospinal neurons induces changes in the spinal A half-center oscillator model is also not sufficient to explain the production of rhythmic spinal motor patterns motor output that keep the animal from rolling over. The current conceptual model of how the animal maintains recorded in embryonic rats (N. Kudo, University of Tsukuba). Mutual inhibition between contralateral halves of its dorsal side up also incorporates modulation of the vestibular response by visual input and can explain the the cord is not needed for producing an oscillatory output in rats at embryonic day 16; the motor pattern probehavioral responses to a number of experimental manipulations such as unilateral removal of one vestibular duced by the isolated spinal cord in response to serotonin application is synchronous across the cord. Two labyrinth.
The effect of sensory input is not always merely cordays later in development, the cross-spinal inhibitory pathways seem to be present, and the cord now prorective in nature, however. Work in the locust flight system shows that the correct phasing for the activity of duces a motor pattern with alternating bursts in the left and right ventral roots in response to serotonin. But the wing elevator motor neurons, even in the absence of perturbations, cannot be produced without the presstrychnine application, which blocks glycinergic inhibition, causes the alternating motor pattern to revert to a ence of proprioceptive feedback (Pearson). In this system, the sensory input has essentially the same propersynchronous pattern, indicating that the cross-spinal inhibition is important for producing alternation between ties as any other component of the pattern-generating circuit, including the ability to reset the rhythm. In the the limbs but does not cause the oscillatory pattern itself under these conditions. lamprey, proprioceptive neurons that sense the bending of the spinal cord itself also receive input from patternIn neonatal rat spinal cord preparations, there has been some disagreement over how localized the CPG generating neurons and have strong abilities to reset the rhythmic motor pattern (P. Wallé n, Karolinska Institute). for hindlimb locomotion is. Experiments that partition the cord using vaseline walls suggest that only lumbar There is also evidence for CPG synaptic input to sensory afferents in other systems (see below). Therefore, the segments L1 and L2 are crucial for producing patterned rhythmic activity and that the CPG may therefore be distinction between central and peripheral components of pattern-generating networks may be somewhat artirestricted to this region (poster by J.-R. Cazalets, M. Borde, and F. Clarac, CNRS, Marseille). In contrast, leficial. The gating of sensory input to pattern-generating cirsion experiments have shown that the potential to produce a rhythmic output is distributed across many lumcuits was another major topic of the meeting. A phenomenon known as reflex reversal has been recognized for bar segments and also may extend into the caudal thoracic segments (Kiehn). Experiments using the activsome time now and was discussed at the first conference in 1975 (Herman et al., 1976) . There is still much ity-dependent dye, sulforhodamine, combined with microlesions of the cord further suggest that the rhythmto be learned about the mechanisms underlying this change in the efficacy of reflexes during different phases generating interneurons are located in specific spinal laminae (Kiehn). Although the lesion studies indicate that of rhythmic activity, but some underlying processes have been uncovered. For example, it has been shown the CPG is distributed along the length of the spinal cord, they also show that the more rostral segments are that the dopamine agonist L-DOPA causes a change in the sign (from inhibitory to excitatory) of the synaptic more capable of generating the rhythm. Further experiments are needed to clarify the existing discrepancies potentials evoked by group I afferents onto spinal neurons (Pearson). about the localization of the hind limb CPG in mammals.
One mechanism for gating sensory input to central circuits that has been investigated in both invertebrate The Role of Sensory Input While it is now well established that the nervous system and vertebrate preparations is primary afferent depolarization (PAD). PADs are centrally generated increases can generate rhythmic motor patterns, the role of sensory input to pattern-generating circuits is still under in chloride conductances due to GABAergic synapses onto the axon terminals of primary afferent neurons. The investigation. The predominant notion these days is that proprioceptive feedback plays a corrective role, adPADs reduce the amplitude of action potentials and hence the size of excitatory postsynaptic potentials justing the centrally generated motor output to perturbations in the environment. This type of corrective action evoked in the postsynaptic targets of those sensory neurons. Locomotor-related PADs, presumably proalso plays a role in the control of posture. As a result of integrating a number of different sensory modalities, duced directly or indirectly by interneurons in the locomotor CPG, have been observed in locust, crayfish, lamincluding proprioception and vestibular input, postural equilibrium in the face of horizontal perturbations is prey, and cat (M. Burrows, University of Cambridge; A. El Manira, Karolinska Institute; S. Rossignol, University maintained by two groups of muscles in the cat hindlimb: one acts as anti-gravity support and fine tunes the ampliof Montreal). Gating of sensory input may also involve antidromic discharges (ADs) in sensory neurons of some tude of the force produced by the hindlimb, while the other group is responsible for horizontal stability and species. These action potentials can be recorded from the proximal end of cut dorsal roots in cats and are adjusts the direction of force produced by the hindlimb (J. M. MacPherson, R. S. Dow Neurological Sciences phase-locked to the ongoing locomotor rhythm, indicating that they are generated within the spinal cord by Institute). This simple scheme allows broadly tuned muscles to make precise corrections to posture.
locomotor-related interneurons synapsing onto sensory afferent terminals. The possibility even exists that senpoint such that a behavior will occur only if a particular neuron, or small group of neurons, is activated and will sory neurons could be acting as interneurons, propagating ADs to other spinal segments through their proximal not occur if that neuron, or group of neurons, is not active. In the mollusc Tritonia, a recently discovered intersegmental axon arbors (Rossignol).
Gating of sensory input can also occur through lateral neuron, the dorsal ramp interneuron, serves as such a restriction point for sensory activation of the swim CPG. inhibition from other coactivated sensory afferents. In the locust walking system, the effectiveness of individIf the cell does not fire, then the animal does not swim; if it fires above a certain frequency, then the animal ual sensory to motor synapses is diminished by presynaptic inhibition from other sensory neurons during active swims (Frost). Also, in the leech, cell 204 appears to be the decision maker for the activation of the swim and passive movements, thereby preventing the saturation of motor neuron responses by many coactive afferresponse (Kristan). Thus, while the notion that single neurons give commands may be misleading, there is ents (Burrows). Thus, sensory input is not passively relayed to central circuits; there are active processes that validity in the concept that the activating pathways for some behaviors can be very restricted in size. determine the input that central circuits receive and the effect of that input on the CPG.
Beyond turning on a motor pattern, higher order centers are involved in selecting which behavioral output is expressed by the CPG circuit. Work in the stomato-"Higher Order" Control of gastric system of decapod crustaceans has shown that Pattern-Generating Circuits neuromodulatory inputs from higher order neurons can While the spinal cord can generate important aspects elicit a multitude of different motor patterns from the of locomotor behavior, descending input from the brain stomatogastric CPGs (Selverston; Harris-Warrick). is clearly important in a number of different behaviors Thus, the switching from one behavior to another is such as mammalian locomotion (J. L. Smith). For examdependent upon which of these inputs are active. The ple, although cats with a spinal transection at thoracic same may be true in vertebrate pattern-generating syssegment six still exhibit reasonable body orientation tems; application of different neuromodulatory subduring stance, supraspinal input is required for mainstances to the in vitro neonatal rat spinal cord elicits a taining postural equilibrium in response to perturbing multitude of motor patterns (Kiehn). A wide array of movements (MacPherson). In lampreys, reticular formasuch neuromodulatory substances are present in the tion neurons project to the spinal cord to maintain the brainstem and project into the spinal cord (Jordan; Sillar; animal's dorsal side up orientation in the water (Deli-J. L. Feldman; Kiehn). agina).
Control of CPG circuits is not strictly hierarchical; the Although we know that supraspinal input is important pattern-generating circuit has some local control over for initiating and altering locomotor patterns, the precise the higher order neurons that input to it. Recent work mechanisms underlying these commands are still a mysin the stomatogastric ganglion has shown that the axon tery. We have known about the mesencephalic locomoterminals of modulatory projection neurons both make tor region (MLR) for 30 years (Shik et al., 1966) ; electrical and receive chemical and electrical synapses with neustimulation of this area of the brainstem can initiate rons in the CPG circuit to which they project. Such local locomotion in decerebrate cats. Stimulation of a similar, interactions cause these axon terminal compartments to if not homologous, area can turn on swimming in lamparticipate as members of the pattern-generating circuit preys (Grillner) . Despite this long history, the identity of somewhat independently of activity in other parts of the the neurons and the nature of the command produced cell (M. P. Nusbaum, University of Pennsylvania). by the MLR have remained elusive. Lesion and pharmaThe ultimate goal of much of this work is to understand cological studies have failed to show that any particular the mechanisms of behavioral choice and motor propopulation of neurons is necessary for initiation of locogram selection. Owing to the accessibility of their nermotion (Jordan). Perhaps it should not be surprising vous systems, work in invertebrates is likely to continue that there are many different ways to initiate locomotion to lead the way in this quest. In the leech, many of the considering the extreme redundancy seen in patternneuronal components underlying four different types of generating circuits themselves. movements (local bending of the body, whole body At the conference 20 years ago, there was considershortening, swimming, and crawling) have been identiable discussion of the role of command neurons (i.e., fied, and the rules underlying the animal's decision to neurons whose activity is both necessary and sufficient produce these behaviors are being uncovered (Kristan). to elicit a behavior) in invertebrates and their possible Considerable progress has been made on mapping the presence in vertebrates (Herman et al., 1976) . Since that pathways and components of the oculomotor system in time, the notion that there are such things as command flies used for visual image stabilization (N. J. Strausfeld, neurons has fallen out of favor. Neurons that were iniUniversity of Arizona). Work being carried on in the lab tially considered to be command neurons were shown of the late Ed Arbas by Mark Willis (University of Arizona) to be either not necessary or not sufficient for the prois examining the higher order question of how moths duction of the behavior. The reason for this is that most integrate their movements with olfactory input in order behaviors can be initiated through a number of different to locate odor sources. pathways, and therefore no one neuron or set of neurons is likely to issue the command to produce a behavior.
Computational Approaches However, in both invertebrates and vertebrates, there
Many researchers are utilizing computational approaches to understand the complex dynamics of motor are some pathways that are organized with a restriction systems. An entire session at this meeting was devoted it reproduced the behavior of the biological system. Interestingly, by examining how the simulated circuit gento highlighting these different approaches. Eve Marder provided a very useful framework for understanding the erated its motor pattern, it was found that some of the ionic conductances played unexpectedly small roles. use of modeling by categorizing three types of models: speculative, confirmatory, and interpretive ( Figure 1 ).
An alternative approach to collecting detailed voltageclamp data for each conductance of every neuron in the In a speculative model, a question leads to a model of how a biological mechanism might be implemented.
circuit is simply to simulate the behavior of the neuron without simulating the underlying physiological basis for This model points to new directions for experiments and ultimately leads back to refinements of the model, that neuronal behavior. In this case, the roles of ionic conductances in the production of the behavior cannot getting closer to the actual mechanism used by the biological system. Karen Sigvardt presented an excelbe assessed, but the roles of the individual neurons and synapses can. This approach was used by Getting lent example of this type of model in the use of coupled oscillator theory to predict how motor patterns are gen-(1989b) in his simulation of the Tritonia swim CPG to test whether the known components of the circuit were erated in the lamprey spinal cord. The spinal cord was modeled as a string of simple oscillators coupled to sufficient to produce the behavior. Getting simulated the spiking behavior of all the cells and modeled their their nearest neighbors. This elementary model made predictions about how the biological system should besynaptic interactions. When he assembled the simulation, it reproduced the swim motor program with only have under particular conditions, and thus suggested physiological experiments that otherwise would not minor adjustments of parameters. However, a re-evaluation of that simulation based on new physiological data have been performed. These experiments included determining the strength of ascending and descending indicates that not all of the components of the swim circuit are known and that physiological processes such coupling between segmental oscillators by observing how the motor pattern changed in response to specific as neuromodulation intrinsic to the circuit may play a significant role in pattern generation (Frost) . In this way, perturbations of the spinal cord. Sigvardt noted that even if they had thought to do these experiments prior physiological experiments and confirmatory models interact to refine progressively the understanding of the to constructing the model, they would have had no framework with which to interpret their results. Coupled system. Confirmatory models have also been constructed for oscillator theory has also been useful for interpreting results from the crayfish swimmeret system (poster by other systems, such as the lamprey swim CPG (Lansner) and the mammalian respiratory CPG (J. C. Smith). In F. K. Skinner and B. Mulloney).
In a confirmatory model, data are first collected and these cases, a hybrid approach has been used to simulate the behavior of the neurons. For those conducthen a model is constructed to test whether those data can account for the phenomenon being studied. More tances that have been studied experimentally, the activation and inactivation parameters for Hodgkindata collection improves the model, and the model may point to areas where further data are still needed. Quite
Huxley-like equations were obtained from experimental data, whereas the parameters for other conductances a few presenters used confirmatory models in their studies. These were most often in the form of simulated were adjusted to cause the cells to behave as their real-life counterparts do. These models confirm that the neuronal circuits. The implementations of the various simulated circuits differed in an interesting way. Many behavior of the circuit can be mimicked using the known synaptic organization and membrane properties, but the circuit simulations used neurons modeled with Hodgkin and Huxley type equations for ionic conductances, while result may not represent a unique solution. The usefulness of such models has been demonstrated in the others simulated the behavior of the neurons without modeling their underlying ionic mechanisms. The former lamprey system by showing that the cellular effects of serotonin are sufficient to explain the change in the approach was best exemplified by the simulation of the leech heartbeat circuit (Calabrese). Here, detailed voltmotor pattern produced by serotonin; the after-hyperpolarization of simulated neurons was decreased in a manage-clamp measurements were made for each neuron in the circuit. When the simulated circuit was assembled, ner that mimics the effect of serotonin on those neurons, and, consequently, the motor output of the simulated circuits to multifunctional networks. Yet, it is clear that network responded to this change in a way that resemwe still have a long way to go before we understand bled the motor output of the biological system in the how very large ensembles of neurons produce behavpresence of serotonin (Lansner).
iors. The systems where we have made the most headFinally, the interpretive model is not so much a model way are those that have an orderly topography, such as as a new computational tool for allowing new data to the superior colliculus (Sparks) or motor cortex (Georgobe collected or analyzed. In this category is work from poulos). However, even in these systems, although we the labs of Abbott and Marder (Brandeis University) in understand how to interpret the combined activity of the which a computer-generated algorithm was used to deneuronal population, it is not clear how this population code spike patterns produced by motor neurons into activity is translated into a motor command. Similarly, the predicted muscle responses. A similar approach was the directional behavior produced in cockroach (Ritzused by another lab to estimate that a surprisingly small mann) and fish escape (Eaton) systems can be predicted number of individual synaptic events produce the drive based on the activity of neurons, but the cellular mechato neonatal rat spinal neurons during fictive locomotion nisms producing the turning responses in cockroaches (poster by M. Raastad, O. Kiehn, and B. Johnson, Univerand teleost fish are not completely understood. Unsity of Copenhagen).
doubtedly, computational approaches, including new Another computational tool that I believe falls into the mathematical formalisms and computer simulations, will category of an interpretive model is actually a device, play a role in elucidating how very large ensembles of the dynamic clamp. The dynamic clamp, or conductance neurons produce their coordinated output. clamp, allows computer-generated Hodgkin-Huxley For now, the systems where motor pattern generation models of ionic conductances to be inserted via microis best understood at the cellular level are those with electrodes into real neurons (Marder) . This new tool can small numbers of neurons (such as invertebrate circuits) then be used in a confirmatory fashion, for example to or small numbers of cell types, such as lamprey and examine the roles of ionic conductances in real neurons tadpole spinal circuits. These systems are thus valuable (Marder; Harris-Warrick). The dynamic clamp can also for pointing to potential mechanisms used in larger sysbe used in a speculative fashion. For example, neuronal tems. (Note that I avoid using the term "simple" systems half-center oscillators were created by using the dyto describe invertebrates because it is quite clear that namic clamp to insert artificial mutual inhibitory synthese systems are anything but simple.) However, "interapses between real neurons in primary cell culture that phyletic awareness," as it was referred to at this conferpreviously did not synapse with each other (Marder) . It ence, is not important just for what it can tell us about was then found that the cycle period of these newly how mammals work. It is also important to learn of altercreated oscillators varied in an interesting and unexnative ways in which organisms solve similar problems. pected fashion, as a function of threshold for transmitter This may prove to be particularly important for the future release (a parameter that is not normally under experiof robotics. Already, robots have been designed based mental control). The dynamic clamp thus allows parameon insights gained from studying insect visual (Strausters to be varied at will in biological systems, providing feld) and motor (Ritzmann) systems. Robotics engineers a unique interface between computational methods and have also independently converged on some of the "wet" physiology where theories about ionic and synapsame mechanisms used by biological systems (Mactic mechanisms can be tested directly.
Pherson). Mathematical tools for understanding dynamical sysThere is clearly a need for better understanding of tems also hold the promise of providing insight into higher control of pattern-generating circuits. This is not biological function. A theoretical framework is neceslimited to how motor patterns are initiated, but also sary to make sense of the large number of varying includes how they are altered on a moment to moment parameters in neuronal systems (such as membrane basis to suit the needs of the animal. The next revolution potential, calcium concentration, synaptic strengths, in the field is likely to come from a paradigm shift regardtime-and voltage-dependent synaptic conductances, ing such control of motor circuits, similar to the shift etc.). Dynamical systems theory and phase plane analythat has already occurred in our understanding of the sis can be used to describe such multiparameter neupattern-generating circuits themselves. Such flexibility ronal systems (J. Guckenheimer, Cornell University; P.
of control is the basis for decision making in the nervous F. Rowat, University of San Diego). Creating a seamless system and the very essence of what animals must do interface between the mathematics and biology remains throughout their daily lives. I look forward to the next a substantial challenge; mathematicians often do not conference in 2005 to see how far we've progressed in convey the essential information provided by their apthese pursuits. proach in a way that is comprehensible to most biologists. Better communication on these issues will aid progress in understanding the dynamics of motor beAcknowledgments havior and its control. been a revolutionary shift in thinking from hard-wired
